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This month, we focus on the student journey at our institutions to make sense of the complex landscape
of people, processes, and technologies students navigate to receive a multitude of student supports.
 
The Advising Success Network wants to hear from YOU! Please let us know about your own individual
and/or institutional efforts to support the educational, personal, and career aspirations of your students.
Being able to share those successes with others is what inspires change and action for student success.
 

What We're Reading

Advising Technology Across the Student Journey

As institutions seek to purchase new tools or enable additional features in a previously implemented
solution, it is critical to consider the ways in which the existing systems may need to be restructured or
modified to properly integrate and interact with one another. For institution leaders, IT teams, advisors,
student support leaders, and the many others increasingly involved in procuring, implementing, or using
advising technologies, navigating this landscape can be, in the words of one community college Chief
Information Officer, “mind-meltingly complex and frustratingly inconsistent.”

Download the Report

NEW from EDUCAUSE: Holistic Student Advising – A Model for Transformational
Change

The Advising Success Network is proud to bring a visual synthesis of the research literature on how
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advising transformation takes place – one that conveys the why, how, and when. This theory emphasizes
the institutional-level factors, as well as individual and team-level redesign activities that research and
theory suggest are important during an institution’s capacity building and redesign efforts to improve
equitable student outcomes.

Download Research Brief

ASN Blog Posts

Continuing the Conversation on Campus Safety

Safety is a chief concern on college campuses. For those of us who work in urban environments, the
microscope we are under comes from a unique set of challenges. We need to help our university
community understand that each of us plays a role in helping our environment to be safe for everyone.

Read More
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Nine stakeholders that can make or break advising technology implementations
 
Institutions invest significant amounts of time, money, and effort into implementing the administrative and
technological infrastructure supporting the advising process, often with decidedly mixed results. The
Role(s) of Stakeholders in the Implementation of Advising Technology, a new report from Advising
Success Network core partner EDUCAUSE, seeks to shed light on processes that contribute to
institutions’ successful implementation of advising technologies and focuses on identifying and describing
the roles and responsibilities of key institutional stakeholders—a topic that has been under-researched to
date. 

Read More

Partner Promotions

NASPA Strategies Conferences
JAN 19 - 21, 2023
Kansas City, MO
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Register Today

Register Today

Register Today

Apply Today

Early Registration Deadline: Dec. 6

Annual Conference on The First-Year Experience
FEB 3-6, 2023

Los Angeles, CA

Early Registration Deadline: Dec. 2

Achieving the Dream DREAM Conference
FEB 14-17, 2023
Chicago, IL

Strong Start to Finish Job Opportunity
Site strategist position now open
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Mission
Our mission is to help institutions build a culture of student success, with a focus on Black, Latinx,
Indigenous, Asian, and Pacific Islander students, as well as students from low-income backgrounds, by
identifying, building, and scaling equitable and holistic advising solutions that support all facets of the
student experience.

Vision
Our vision is a higher education landscape that has eliminated race and income as predictors of student
success through a reformed approach to advising, in which all students are supported through a
seamless, personalized postsecondary experience that creates better personal, academic, and
professional outcomes.

NASPA, 111 K Street NE, 10th Floor, Washington, District Of Columbia 20002, (202) 265-7500
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